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Abstract Current supercomputing centers usually deploy a large-scale compute sys-
tem together with an associated data analysis or visualization system. Multiple sce-
narios have driven the demand that some associated jobs co-execute on different ma-
chines. We propose a multi-domain coscheduling mechanism, providing the ability to
coordinate execution between jobs on multiple resource management domains with-
out manual intervention. We have evaluated our mechanism based on real job traces
from Intrepid and Eureka, the production Blue Gene/P system and a cluster with the
largest GPU installation, deployed at Argonne National Laboratory. The experimen-
tal results show that coscheduling can be achieved with limited impact on system
performance under varying workloads.
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Fig. 1 Typical coupled HEC
systems: a large-scale compute
system (left) and a special data
analysis/visualization system
(right), which share a single
storage system via network

1 Introduction

Leadership-class systems are providing unprecedented opportunities to advance sci-
ence in numerous fields, such as climate sciences, biosciences, astrophysics, compu-
tational chemistry, materials sciences, high-energy physics, and nuclear physics. As
the need for computation power grows, current high-end computing (HEC) systems
are increasingly using heterogeneous processing elements in their designs. Mean-
while, the volume of data produced by high-end applications continues to grow, lead-
ing to an increasing demand for data analysis and visualization capabilities.

The trend has driven the deployment of so-called coupled systems [21], where a
general-purpose compute system runs scientific computation or simulations, and is
connected via a shared filesystem or over the network, to a special-purpose system
used for data analysis and visualization. The former is generally a large-scale system;
the latter is relatively small but usually equipped with special processing units such
as GPUs. Thus, a common scenario on coupled systems is post-processing: a compu-
tational job runs on the compute system, generating output data written to the shared
storage system; the data is then read by an associated job running on the analytics
system conducting data analysis or visualization. Such systems are already common,
with examples like Intrepid and Eureka at Argonne National Laboratory, Jaguar and
Lens at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Ranger and Longhorn at Texas Advanced
Computing Center, and so on. Figure 1 depicts a typical configuration of coupled
systems.

While post-processing is common, co-execution is increasingly demanded. One
reason is that co-execution enables monitoring of simulations, debugging, and visual
debugging of the simulation code at run time. Another reason is that co-execution can
accelerate the I/O time [27]—one of the critical bottlenecks faced by simulations—by
staging simulation I/O data to the memory of a coupled resource and avoiding writing
data to persistent storage. This strategy requires that both compute and analysis ap-
plications be alive at the same time. Furthermore, computations in several scientific
domains require access to heterogeneous resources to concurrently execute models
wherein one or more models are tailored for GPU-based systems while others are
optimized for CPU-based clusters. This kind of computation requires co-execution
spanning heterogeneous coupled resources. Thus, many existing applications already
can benefit from co-execution on coupled systems, and more are anticipated if job
co-execution can be conveniently achieved.

The above scenarios motivate the need for coscheduling, which in this paper refers
to the scheduling mechanism that guarantees that the associated jobs submitted to the
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different machines in the coupled system can start at the same time. The challenge
of coscheduling is mainly from the fact that each machine in the coupled system
manages jobs with independent resource managers thus the scheduling domains are
totally different. For example, when a job gets the highest priority to run on one
system, the associated job on the other system may not be able to start because of
low priority. Moreover, the jobs in pairs that need coscheduling are coexisting with
regular jobs that need not. We want to minimize the impact of coscheduling on the
regular jobs.

In this paper, we proposed a coscheduling mechanism that coordinates execution
between jobs on different systems. Specifically, the coscheduling can guarantee that
associated jobs (e.g., a compute job with the associated data analysis job) start simul-
taneously across the coupled systems. To this end, we have defined a light-weighted
protocol to enable coscheduling of jobs across multiple resource management do-
mains. We implemented our mechanism in an existing resource manager and evalu-
ated it with event-driven simulations using real job traces from the production Blue
Gene/P [4] and data analysis GPU cluster deployed at Argonne National Laboratory.
Our experimental results demonstrate that coscheduling can be achieved with limited
impact on system performance under varying workloads.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some rel-
evant work. Sections 3 and 4 describe our coscheduling design and implementation.
Section 5 evaluates coscheduling performance via trace-based simulations. Section 6
summarizes the paper.

2 Related work

The term “coscheduling” is commonly used to denote a specific mechanism pro-
posed for concurrent systems that schedule related processes to run on different pro-
cessors at the same time [13]. It has a strict version named gang scheduling [28]
and other versions or enhancements proposed in the literature, such as demand-based
coscheduling [17], dynamic coscheduling [16], buffered coscheduling [14], and flex-
ible coscheduling [8].

These mechanisms share a similar goal with our coscheduling: running related
processes (in our case jobs) simultaneously. The difference is that the former are
used for time-sharing systems belonging to a single scheduling domain while our
coscheduling coordinates the execution of associated jobs across multiple scheduling
domains (i.e., different resource managers with independent scheduling policies).

Advance resource co-reservation has been widely proposed to coordinate resource
allocation across multiple systems. MacLaren [11] presented the Highly-Available
Resource Co-allocator (HARC), a system for creating and managing resource reser-
vations used for metacomputing applications [6] or workflow applications. Foster et
al. [9] proposed GARA, a general-purpose architecture for reservation and allocation.
Yoshimoto et al. [29] presented GUR, a system for coscheduling compute resources
in a Grid computing environment using user-settable reservations similar to travel
arrangements.

Co-reservation can be used to start related jobs on multiple systems at the same
(reserved) time, however it is not suitable in coupled HEC systems. Firstly, since
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the two coupled systems are administratively heterogeneous, co-reservations on both
machines involve expensive manual efforts in policy negotiation. Secondly, excessive
use of reservations will leave temporal fragmentations on the computing resources,
thereby leading to worse response times for regular jobs [18]. Our work fits the cou-
pled HEC environment well because it is free from manual intervention and will leave
no temporal resource fragmentation.

Metascheduling [25] also involves scheduling jobs on multiple clusters. It aims
at optimizing computational workloads by combining an organization’s multiple dis-
tributed resource managers into a single, aggregated view, allowing batch jobs to
be directed to the best location for execution. Existing work includes GridWay by
Globus Alliance [10] and Moab by Adaptive Computing Inc. [12]. However, these
schedulers require a global job submission portal. A unique feature of our work is
that we remove the restriction of a global submission portal by enabling independent
job submission on each resource.

The term coscheduling is also used in other problem domains with various objects,
such as coscheduling of computation and data [15], coscheduling CPU and network
capacity [2], and coscheduling CPUs and GPUs for heterogeneous computing [22].
The object of our coscheduling is associated jobs that need co-execution on different
machines in coupled HEC systems.

A typical use case which can benefit from our coscheduling is the coupled appli-
cations in which computing and data analysis or visualization are conducted sepa-
rately. For example, FLASH [23] is used to simulate buoyancy-driven turbulent nu-
clear burning; it uses vl3 [3] for visualization. If both applications are running si-
multaneously, they can exchange a large amount of data via the network instead of
using a permanent storage system, thus accelerating the I/O time [26, 27]. Also, our
coscheduling can work together with data staging optimizing work to facilitate the
cooperation between simulation and analysis applications [1].

3 Coscheduling design

3.1 Problem statement

Suppose two systems (machines) A and B are running workloads of parallel jobs.
Jobs on each system are managed by different resource managers R1 and R2, respec-
tively. R1 and R2 use independent scheduling policies. Among all the jobs on the
two systems, there exist some pairs of associated jobs. In such a job pair, one job is
submitted to one system, and the other job to the other system. These two associated
jobs need to be started at the same time even though they are scheduled separately on
different systems.

We need a coscheduling mechanism to guarantee all the associated jobs in the
same pair start at the same time without manual reservation. Meanwhile, the mecha-
nism must limit the side effect on system utilization and the response times of both
paired and nonpaired jobs.
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3.2 Basic schemes

In job scheduling, we say that a job is “scheduled,” or “ready,” when a job is selected
by the scheduler to start next. A scheduled job can have the highest priority or have
been given the opportunity of backfilling [24]. The job should be assigned with a des-
ignated number of nodes. Normally, when a job is scheduled, it can start immediately.
With coscheduling, however, a scheduled job may not be started because it may need
to wait for its mate job (i.e., the associated job that needs to be started at the same
time).

When a job is ready to run but its remote mate cannot, we have two basic schemes,
“hold” and “yield,” to choose from. With hold, when a job is ready but its mate job is
not, it will hold the needed computing nodes, not allowing them to be used by others,
until the remote mate gets ready in the future. With yield, it will give up the chance
to run without occupying any nodes and allowing the scheduler to schedule another
job.

3.3 Main algorithm

The core coscheduling algorithm extends the existing function in the traditional re-
source manager, which is invoked when a job is scheduled and ready to run. Normally,
the function starts the scheduled job on the assigned nodes. But with coscheduling,
additional logic will be executed before the job can actually start. Algorithm 1 de-
scribes this function, which we call RunJob, enhanced with coscheduling algorithm.

Resource managers on different machines run the same algorithm with local con-
figuration (no centralized control). The algorithm can call either local functions or
remote functions. As shown in Algorithm 1, “self.” starts a local function and “re-
mote.” starts a remote function.

As shown in Algorithm 1, if coscheduling is not enabled or if the candidate job has
no mate, the candidate job will start normally (lines 35 and 31, respectively), skipping
the coscheduling logic. If coscheduling is enabled and a valid mate is found, we will
first get the status of the mate, based on which the job will act. If the remote job is in
hold status, both jobs will be started immediately (lines 7 and 8). If the mate job is
waiting in the queue or unsubmitted, a remote function will be called to try to run the
mate job. Function remote.tryStartMate(k) (line 12) invokes an additional scheduling
iteration on the remote machine and returns True only if the mate job k gets started.
If the mate job is started, the local job is also started (line 14). If the mate job cannot
run at this moment (including the unsubmitted case), the local job will either hold
(line 17) or yield (line 20) according to the preconfigured local coscheduling scheme.
Function self .holdJob(j,N) sets job j to holding status and marks the nodes N busy,
not allowing another job to use them. Function self .yieldJob(j) invokes an additional
local scheduling iteration to try to run other jobs. If the remote status is unknown, the
algorithm continues to start the local job (line 26).

The algorithm is fault-tolerant: a job will not wait forever when the remote ma-
chine or its mate job is down or already gets started. If the remote system is down,
line 2 will return nothing so that the ready job will start immediately. If the mate job
fails alone or already gets started (by exception), the mate status will be returned as
unknown (line 25). The ready job thus will start normally, too.
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Algorithm 1: RunJob(j , N )
Input: A scheduled job j with assigned nodes N

Result: Job j either starts, or holds, or yields. Its remote mate job k, if existing,
could be triggered to start under certain condition.

if cosched_enabled then1

k = remote.getMateJobId(j)2

if k then3

mate_status = remote.getMateStatus(k)4

switch mate_status do5

case “holding”6

self.startJob(j,N)7

remote.startJob(k)8

end9

case “queuing”10

case “unsubmitted”11

mate_started = remote.tryStartMate(k)12

if mate_started then13

self.startJob(j,N)14

end15

else16

if self .scheme == “hold” then17

self.holdJob(j,N)18

end19

if self .scheme == “yield” then20

self.yieldJob(j)21

end22

end23

end24

case “unknown”25

self.startJob(j,N)26

end27

end28

end29

else30

self.startJob(j,N)31

end32

end33

else34

self.startJob(j,N)35

end36

This algorithm only presents the abstract form of the communication protocol. The
implementation may vary regarding how resource managers on different machines
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Fig. 2 Example of deadlock.
Machine A has a job a1 holding
6 nodes, waiting for its mate b1
queuing on machine B and also
requesting 6 nodes. But machine
B has another job b2 holding 6
nodes, waiting its mate a2
queuing on machine A and
requesting 6 nodes

communicate with each other to exchange job status information and invoke remote
functions.

3.4 Scheme combinations

In order to apply coscheduling on the coupled systems, each machine must be precon-
figured with a coscheduling scheme. To this end, we have identified four combina-
tions of configuration: hold-hold, yield-yield, hold-yield, and yield-hold. We discuss
how these combinations work to achieve coscheduling.

Hold-hold means using the hold scheme on both machines of the coupled system.
In this setting, when one job of the paired job gets ready, it will enter hold status. Once
the second job gets ready, both jobs can start immediately. Hold-hold is effective for
synchronizing two jobs, but it may result in deadlock. Indeed, theoretically, hold-
hold meets all of the four conditions causing deadlock: mutual exclusion (a node can
be assigned only to a job), hold and wait (a job holds some nodes and waits until
its mate is ready), no preemption (we do not have preemption), and circular wait
(both machines use hold, so that circular wait is possible). Figure 2 shows a simple
example of deadlock. Deadlock can be solved by forcing the holding jobs to release
their resources periodically (e.g., every 20 minutes) so that other waiting jobs can use
the previously held resources. This preemptive scheme can break circular wait.

Yield-yield means using the yield scheme on both machines of the coupled sys-
tem. In this setting, the paired jobs can be started only when both get scheduled and
assigned with sufficient nodes simultaneously. Before that, both jobs may alternately
yield. But they can eventually reach the both-ready condition, because they will even-
tually get the highest priority on their respective machine if job priority increases by
time. The most commonly used FCFS (first-come, first-served) policy [7] and some
of its variations such as WFP [19] serve this purpose well.

Hold-yield and yield-hold use different schemes on different machines. In this
setting, the goal of coscheduling can also be achieved. Suppose machine A uses hold
and machine B uses yield. If job a on A gets ready first, it will hold; when its mate
job b gets ready, they can both start immediately. If job b is ready first, it will yield;
when job a gets ready, it checks whether b is ready. If it is, both start; if not, job a

holds until job b gets ready for the next time.
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Fig. 3 Implementation of coscheduling in addition to existing resource management systems

4 Implementation

Because the newly added interfaces are simple and practical, our algorithms can be
easily implemented in any resource manager. As an example, we have implemented
the algorithm and strategies based on Cobalt [5], a production resource management
system used for the Blue Gene system and common clusters. Cobalt is an open source
project from Argonne National Laboratory.

Figure 3 presents the framework of the Cobalt resource management system with
the coscheduling enhancements. In the figure, two Cobalt systems are illustrated,
each for one resource management domain. The resource manager and scheduler are
two legacy functionality components. The resource manager maintains job queues
and the status of compute nodes; the scheduler makes scheduling decision at each
scheduling iteration (e.g., every 10 seconds). The coscheduling algorithm described
in Sect. 3 is implemented in the resource manager part, which is invoked after each
job is scheduled by the scheduler. In order to exchange job status across multiple
resource management domains, a remote manager component and corresponding in-
terfaces need to be implemented. Moreover, the client for job submission needs to be
extended to allow users to specify the mate job information in the submission script.
Because of the lightweight prototype, this framework is easy to apply to any resource
management system.

5 Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate coscheduling by simulations using the job traces collected
from the production coupled HEC systems deployed at Argonne.

5.1 Experiment setup

To simulate coscheduling, we have extended Qsim [19], the event-driven simulator
along with the Cobalt resource manager [5], to support multi-domain coscheduling
simulation. For simulation, we need only to replace the real resource managers with
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the event-driven simulators, which maintains jobs from job traces and compute nodes
from the configuration files.

In the experiment, we use real system configurations; that is, 40,960 nodes on
Intrepid and 100 nodes on Eureka are available for scheduling. The job traces were
collected from the production Intrepid and Eureka systems within the year of 2010.
On Intrepid, the job size ranges from 512 nodes to 32,768 nodes. On Eureka, the job
size ranges from 1 node to 100 nodes.

The scheduling policy used on both schedulers is the same as that used on the
real machines, namely, WFP [19] plus backfilling. The coscheduling algorithm can
be enabled or disabled, so that we can compare the performance with and without
coscheduling. To break the hold-hold deadlock, we set the held nodes’ releasing pe-
riod at 20 minutes.

We ran a large number of simulation cases to verify the coscheduling mechanism.
A simulation case is determined by a combination of the scheme configurations and
certain proportion of paired jobs. All simulations cases ran successfully to comple-
tion, and the output logs show that all the paired jobs start at the same time with
their own mate jobs no matter which one gets ready first. In the rest of this section
we present a set of results to quantify the performance and cost of the coscheduling.
Specifically, the following four metrics are used in performance evaluation:

– Waiting time (wait): the time period between when the job is submitted and when
it is started.

– Slowdown (slowdown): a job’s response time (waiting time plus running time) di-
vided by the job’s running time. It captures the fact that a long job can endure
longer waiting than a short job can. The average wait and slowdown among all the
jobs can measure the overall system performance of job scheduling.

– Paired job synchronization time (sync time): the extra time a job has to wait for
its mate in a coscheduling setting. By examining the average synchronization time
among all the paired jobs, we can measure the performance cost to the paired jobs.

– Service unit loss: the wasted computing capabilities caused by holding. We mea-
sure this metric in node-hours and system utilization rate. This metric reflects the
impact of coscheduling on system utilization.

5.2 Performance under various paired job proportions

We conducted several simulations to explore the impact of coscheduling under dif-
ferent proportions of paired jobs. This study can provide insight to system owners to
control the coscheduling configuration under certain conditions.

We set the time span as one month. For Intrepid, we used the real job trace in a
month containing 9219 jobs (with system load around 0.75). For Eureka, we used
partially-synthetic job traces to simulate various workloads on Eureka. That is, by
adjusting the job arrival intervals we can pack the workload in multiple months (with
the same number of jobs) into one month. By doing so, we can conveniently tune the
proportion of paired jobs on both traces. The system utilization rate of this special
Eureka workload is around 0.5. For the various simulations, we set the paired job
proportions to 2.5, 5, 10, 20, and 33%.
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Fig. 4 Average wait time by paired job proportion. H and Y means hold and yield, respectively. Their
combination determines a scheme; the first letter represents the local scheme and the second represents the
remote scheme. For example, in (a) HY means using hold on Intrepid and yield on Eureka

As shown in Fig. 4a, the higher the paired job ratio is, the more the relative waiting
time increase is on Intrepid. When the paired job ratio is 10% or less, the average
waiting times are 3–14 minutes more than the base, relatively increased by 5–22%.
When the paired job ratio is 20%, the average waiting times are 26–38 minutes more
than the base. When one third of the total jobs (33%) are paired, the average waiting
time gets considerably worse. However, if the yield scheme (YH or YY) is used, the
average waiting in this case is comparable to the case with 20% paired jobs (around
100 minutes).

For Eureka (Fig. 4b), the trend is similar to that of Intrepid. The overall perfor-
mance is not significantly impacted when the proportion of paired jobs is under 20%,
regardless of which coscheduling scheme is used. With 33% paired job proportion,
using hold (HH and YH) can cause a noticeable performance degradation, and using
yield (HY and YY) can achieve performance similar to the 20% proportion case.
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Fig. 5 Average slowdown by paired job proportion. H and Y means hold and yield, respectively. Their
combination determines a scheme; the first letter represents the local scheme and the second represents the
remote scheme. For example, in (b) HY means using hold on Eureka and yield on Intrepid

Figure 5 shows the results of average slowdown. The trend is similar to the waiting
times. For Intrepid, average slowdowns of the first three proportions are all under 7.5.
For the last two relatively high proportions, the slowdowns are mostly between 7.9
and 12.9, except with hold-hold. A similar trend is seen for Eureka. Note that the
absolute slowdown values on Eureka are relatively high; it is because the job running
times on Eureka are typically short.

Comparing Figs. 4 and 5 we can see that coscheduling will not impact system
performance significantly with 20% (or less) proportion of paired jobs. When the
proportion is higher than one third (33%), however, the performance degradation is
noticeable. We recommend disabling coscheduling under this condition, or at least
not using the hold scheme. Indeed, as shown in the figures, when the proportion
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Fig. 6 Paired job average synchronization time by paired job proportion

is 10% or more, the hold scheme shows more negative impact than does the yield
scheme.

Figure 6 shows the average paired job synchronization time on Intrepid and Eu-
reka. In the figure, when Intrepid uses hold, the average sync time mostly ranges
between 75 and 88 minutes, except for HH with 124 minutes. Also, we observed that
using hold as the local scheme consumes less average sync time than using yield. It
is because a holding job can start immediately as soon as the mate job gets ready for
the first time. When Eureka uses hold, the average paired job sync time varies from
60 to 122 minutes. There is a slight trend for overhead to increase as the paired job
proportion increases. Similarly, all the cases using hold as the local scheme are better
than using yield in terms of sync time.

Figure 7 shows the service unit loss on both Intrepid and Eureka. The x-axis is
the same as in the previous figure. The primary y-axis shows the service unit loss
measured by node-hours. The secondary y-axis shows the corresponding system uti-
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Fig. 7 Service unit loss by paired job proportion

lization rate loss compared with the total system node-hours over the whole time
span. The figures show only the loss caused by using hold on the local machine. As
shown in the figure, the loss of service unit increases as the proportion of paired jobs
gets higher. Specifically, the results on Intrepid range from 0.7 to 9.3% of the total
node-hours in a month; the losses on Eureka range 1 to 21% of total node-hours in a
month.

We consider the service unit loss acceptable when the proportion of paired jobs
is under 10%, when the loss rate is under 3% on Intrepid and 5% on Eureka. When
the proportion is 20%, the loss rate is also fairly acceptable. Note that the acceptable
loss rate is relative; for machines such as Eureka that have many idle cycles to begin
with, more loss rate is tolerable. But when paired jobs become more than 33%, if the
coscheduling feature cannot be disabled, we recommend using the yield scheme on
both machines in order to avoid loss of service units.
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Table 1 Results of reservation simulation

Proportion of reserved jobs 0 (base) 2.5% 5% 10% 20% 33%

Wait of Intrepid (Min.) 62.1 81.5 135 183 203 273

Slowdown of Intrepid 6.08 6.12 8.15 8.87 13.8 19.2

Wait of Eureka (Min.) 60.2 73.2 108 144 164 218

Slowdown of Eureka 27.6 28.7 39.6 43.9 64.4 89.1

5.3 Comparison with advance reservation

As mentioned earlier, our coscheduling can save the effort of making advance reser-
vations, which is an alternate way to start two jobs at the same time from different
machines. However we will show that making advance reservations will also bring
a negative impact to the system. To quantify the performance loss, we conducted
experiments to evaluate the performance degradation caused by advance reservation
and then compared the results with those of coscheduling schemes.

Our reservation simulation is conducted as follows: using the same mechanism
specifying certain proportion of paired jobs, we specify certain proportion of reserved
jobs. The reservation start times are the times when jobs actually start in the job trace.
In order to avoid reservation overlaps, we use the actual job running times (instead of
user estimates) as the reservation lengths. This is an idealistic assumption because in
practice we cannot know the exact running times of jobs beforehand even though we
have some walltime prediction schemes to get more accurate runtime estimates [20].
Doing so may increase the density of reservations but we can adjust the workload to
get certain density of reservations by controlling the proportion of reservation jobs.
With the reservation information, the scheduler will prevent the newly scheduled job
from violating the existing reservations. The simulation job traces are the same as the
ones used in previous subsection.

Table 1 shows the experimental results of reservation simulations. The results of
average waiting time and slowdown for each of Intrepid and Eureka systems are
shown. Each column represents a specific configuration defined by a certain pro-
portion of reserved jobs. Proportion 0 means no jobs are reserved thus this column
represents the base case. Other columns represent the corresponding proportions used
in previous section. From the table we can see significant increases on all the metrics
as the proportion gets higher.

To better compare advance reservations with our coscheduling schemes, we illus-
trate their relative increases of waiting time and slowdown compared with base in
Figs. 8 and 9. In the figures, both the relative increases of coscheduling schemes and
advance reservation are shown. Figure 8 shows the Intrepid results. Clearly, advance
reservation results in much more significant performance degradation than coschedul-
ing does. When the proportion is under 20%, coscheduling schemes increase waiting
time by no more than 15% compared with the base. However, advance reservation
results in 200% more average waiting time, meaning three times the base. Similarly,
for proportion 20 and 33%, although coscheduling schemes increase of around 50%,
advance reservation causes much more: the waiting time is nearly 4.5 times com-
pared with the base when one third of jobs are reserving. As for slowdown, advance
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Fig. 8 Performance comparison between coscheduling schemes and advance reservation (Intrepid)

reservation also causes much more degradation than coscheduling. We noticed that
the number of relative increase is less than that of waiting time, which may be be-
cause the delayed jobs are mostly long jobs which cannot fit into the fragmented
resources caused by reservations. That is, short jobs are less impacted than long jobs
by reservations.
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Fig. 9 Performance comparison between coscheduling schemes and advance reservation (Eureka)

Very similar trends are seen for Eureka results in Fig. 8. The average waiting
time is more than doubled even when only 10% jobs are reserved. The increase in
slowdown is also comparably less but still very significant. In sum, to achieve co-
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execution of jobs cross multiple resource management domains, our coscheduling
schemes are much better than advance reservation.

6 Summary

We have designed and implemented a coscheduling mechanism used in a cou-
pled high-performance computing system where a large-scale computing system co-
resides with a special-purpose data analysis or visualization system. The goal of
coscheduling is to simultaneously start associated jobs that are submitted to different
machines belonging to different scheduling domains. We have proposed two basic
schemes for coscheduling: hold and yield. Any combination of schemes on the cou-
pled systems can achieve the coscheduling goal without manual intervention.

We have evaluated the coscheduling mechanism by means of trace-based simula-
tions using real configurations and workloads from the production coupled systems
deployed at Argonne. Our experimental results demonstrate that coscheduling can
be achieved with limited impact on system performance under varying workloads.
We also compared the performance difference of using coscheduling and advance
reservation. The results show that in order to achieve job co-execution across multi-
ple resource management domains, coscheduling results in much less impact on the
system than advance reservation does.

Achieving coscheduling not only benefits a number of existing applications using
the coupled systems but also can drive the emergence of new applications to take
advantage of (administratively) heterogeneous resources. In the future, we plan to
extended our coscheduling mechanism to support more sophisticated inter-job tem-
poral constraints. Further, we will examine the possibility of extending our algorithm
to support N-way coscheduling on more than two scheduling domains. Ultimately, we
plan to deploy our coscheduling mechanism on the production systems at Argonne
and measure the benefit to real applications.
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